The Pop Culture Collector

In this exciting new book readers will find
400 photos that celebrate some of the most
popular people and events of the past
century. Covering more than 40 topics,
from Muhammad Ali and Marilyn Monroe
to World War II and Gone With the Wind,
each section lists some of the most
collectible items. A blend of information,
entertainment, nostalgia, and collecting
advice, supported by photos of the
personalities and events that shaped the
20th century and the collectibles they
spawned, this book will delight all readers.
Author Arnie Katz is a video game
pioneer, former editor in chief of
collectingchannel.com and a noted
collectibles writer. His focus is on why
things are attractive and collectible,
offering an interesting view of the
collecting hobby.
Explore the
personalities and events that shaped the
20th century and the collectibles they
spawned Lively commentary from noted
collectibles writer Arnie Katz
400
photos illustrating and celebrating the past
century
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